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CHAOS-BASED PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATION
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to co-pending US.
provisional application entitled “CHAOS-BASED
PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION” having
Ser. No. 61/711,390, ?led Oct. 9, 2012, and co-pending US.

provisional

application

entitled

“CHAOS-BASED

PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION” having
Ser. No. 61/747,647, ?led Dec. 31, 2012, both of which are

hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.
BACKGROUND

[0002]

Pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs) are

important components in communication systems, cryptog
raphy, microprocessors, and stochastic simulations. Chaos is

[0011]

FIG. 8 includes Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of

examples of outputs including FIG. 8(a) the unprocessed
chaos generator (original) output of FIG. 3 and FIG. 8(b) the
post processed output of FIG. 7 in accordance with various
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0012] FIG. 9 includes plots of examples of the auto-corre
lation of examples of FIG. 9(a) the unprocessed chaos gen
erator (original) and FIG. 9(b) the post processed outputs in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo
sure.

[0013]

FIG. 10 is a table of the chaos generator outputs {X,

Y, Z} and post processor outputs {U, V, W} in accordance
with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0014] FIGS. 11A and 11B include examples ofhistograms
of FIG. 11A(a)X output, FIG. 11A(c) Y output, and FIG.
11A(e)Z output of the chaos generator of FIG. 1 and histo
grams of FIG. 11B(b) U output, FIG. 11B(d) V output, and
FIG. 11B(f) W output of the post processor of FIG. 5 in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo

a nonlinear deterministic system that expresses random

sure.

behavior. Realizations of analog chaos circuits have been

[0015] FIG. 12 includes a table summarizing testing results
of pseudo-random number generation with and without post

considered as one technique of creating a random number

generator. Digital design can provide bene?ts over an analog
implementation in terms of area e?iciency, repeatability,

portability, power consumption, and integration with inte

grated circuit (IC) technology.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

processing in accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0016] FIG. 13 includes plots of examples of output bit

entropy for FIG. 13(a) the chaos generator outputs {X, Y, Z}
and FIG. 13(b) the post processor outputs {U, V, W} in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo
sure.

[0003] Many aspects of the present disclosure can be better
understood with reference to the following drawings. The
components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale,

emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the
principles of the present disclosure. Moreover, in the draw

ings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts
throughout the several views.
[0004] FIG. 1 is a graphical representation of an example of
a fully digital third order ODE-based chaos generator with
maximum function nonlinearity in accordance with various
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0005] FIG. 2 illustrates examples of attractors including
FIG. 2(a) X-Y, FIG. 2(b) Y-Z, and FIG. 2(c) Z-X attractors (or
phase plots) of the outputs of the chaos generator of FIG. 1 in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo
sure.

[0006] FIG. 3 is an example of an output time series of the
chaos generator of FIG. 1 in accordance with various embodi
ments of the present disclosure.
[0007] FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of a bit location

permutation for post processing a chaos generator output in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo
sure.

[0008] FIG. 5 is a graphical representation of an example of
a post processing circuit for implementing the bit location
permutation of FIG. 4 in accordance with various embodi
ments of the present disclosure.
[0009] FIG. 6 illustrates examples of attractors including
FIG. 6(a) U-V, FIG. 6(b) V-W, and FIG. 6(c) W-U attractors

[0017] FIG. 14 includes a table summarizing testing results
of pseudo-random number generation with and without post
processing in accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0018] FIG. 15 illustrates examples of the X-Y and U-W
attractors for FIG. 15(a) a Lorenz system, FIG. 15(b) a Chen

system, FIG. 15(c) an Elwakil system, and FIG. 15(d) a Sprott
system of FIG. 14 in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure.
[0019] FIGS. 16 and 17 are plots of the ?gure of merit

(FOM) against bus width for various examples of processing
techniques in accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0020] FIG. 18 illustrates examples of FIG. 18(a) a plain

image, FIG. 18(b) the plain image encrypted with an original
chaotic output, and FIG. 18(c) the plain image encrypted with
a post processed output and corresponding histograms in
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo
sure.

[0021] FIG. 19 includes a table summarizing testing results
of pseudo-random number generation with and without post
processing in accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Disclosed herein are various embodiments of meth
ods and systems related to chaos-based pseudo-random num
ber generation. Reference will now be made in detail to the
description of the embodiments as illustrated in the drawings,

(or phase plots) of the output of the post processing of FIG. 5

wherein like reference numbers indicate like parts throughout

in accordance with various embodiments of the present dis
closure.
[0010] FIG. 7 is an example of an output time series of the
post processing of FIG. 5 in accordance with various embodi
ments of the present disclosure.

the several views.

[0023]

With a deterministic yet unpredictable nature,

chaos-based pseudo-random number generators (CB
PRNGs) can be used to implement a chaotic equation that

produces randomized symbols when initialized by a seed.
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Many CB-PRNGs may be digitally realized using chaotic
maps and/ or the numerical solution of differential equations.
The performance of PRNGs is evaluated on the basis of

[0027] A negative trace indicates a dissipative chaotic ?ow,
while the eigenvalues of the chaotic system at the equilibrium
point are the roots of the characteristic equation derived from

period length, unpredictability, and other statistical proper

J:

ties. Digital designs can provide several bene?ts over analog
implementations in terms of area ef?ciency, repeatability,

portability, power consumption, and ability to integrate with
IC technologies. Digital CB-PRNGs suffer from dynamical
degradations due to quantization error and ?nite representa
tion of system states, including loss of ergodicity and shorter
pseudo-orbits. Good post processing techniques may be used
to overcome statistical ?aws in the output of CB-PRNGs. For

EQN. 3

[0028] One negative real eigenvalue and a complex-conju
gate pair of eigenvalues with positive real part indicate a

correctors, truncation of defective bits, hash-function post

saddle point of index 2, suggesting a chaotic attractor. Initial
values {XO,YO,ZO} can be arbitrarily chosen so long as

processing, and linear code correctors may be used to over
come bias and enhance random properties of PRNGs. While
these solutions can mitigate some of the statistical defects,
none preserves the raw random number generator (RNG)
throughput and some can incur a huge hardware overhead.

mented in hardware for the ?rst time by realizing the numeri
cal solution of the ODE. The Euler, Runge Kutta and Mid
point method are numerical techniques that may be used for

example, the Von Neumann technique, XOR (exclusive OR)

[0024] A nonlinear XOR-based post processing technique
with rotation and feedback can be used to suppress short-term

predictability and maximize RNG throughput from a chaotic
system with low hardware cost. The technique was evaluated

against known techniques using a digital implementation of a
third order jerk chaotic system with maximum function non

{0.0625,0,0} is avoided.
[0029] The system of EQNS. 1a-1c was digitally imple

solving ODEs, among which the Euler approximation (as
adopted here) produces the best chaotic response, occupies
the lowest area, and provides the highest throughput. The
step-size is ?xed to be h:2_3, the highest possible value to
provide the greatest nonlinearity, resulting in a non-linear

feedback pipeline:

linearity. A positive maximum Lyapunov exponent of 0. 1 362
con?rmed chaotic dynamics. The implementation showed
superior performance, enabling full utilization of all output
bits for a CB-PRNG with successful passage of all NIST SP.
800-22 tests. The technique was also applied to different

chaotic oscillators to illustrate its generalized effect resulting
in comparable randomness enhancement. The maximum
nonlinearity system was veri?ed on a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA,

indicating logic utilization less than 0.84% and throughput up
to 15.44 Gbits/ s for 32-bit implementations. The resulting

CB-PRNG canbe applied in image encryption with improved
results (e.g., security results) compared to the native chaos.
[0025] 1. Digital Chaos Generator
[0026] Hardware implementations of differential equation
based chaotic systems that are multiplier-free can achieve

higher throughput while occupying less area. A third order
chaotic system was implemented utilizing a maximum value
function (or maximum comparison function) as the nonlin
earity. The third order chaotic system is described by the
following set of ?rst-order ODEs:

[0030]

Referring to FIG. 1, shown is an example of a circuit

diagram for obtaining the numerical solution of EQNS.
4a-4c. FIG. 1 depicts an example of a fully digital third order
ODE-based chaos generator 100 with maximum function

nonlinearity in X. A ?xed point two’s complement format is
used with ?ve bits allocated to the sign and integer part and
the remaining to the fractional part. All constants and the
Euler step size were optimized to powers of 2 to simplify
scalar multiplications to arithmetic shifts. The function max
Q(,O) is calculated by performing a bitwiseAND operation on
every bit of Xwith the inverse of the most signi?cant bit. This
in effect yields the output as zero whenever X is negative and

X otherwise, thus giving the appropriate functionality. For an
N-bit implementation, the total component requirement is
thus ?ve N-bit adders 103, one N-bit subtractor 106, three

N-bit registers 109, and N 2-input AND gates 112. The sys
tem has three outputs {X, Y, Z} each of which is N-bits wide
for a total of 3N output bits.

[0031]

The equilibrium point of the system is determined at GLYZ)

:(0, 0, 0). This gives YIO, ZIO and 8max(X,0):0.5, giving
the equilibrium point at Q(*,Y*,Z*):(0.0625,0,0). At this
point, the J acobian (J) and its trace (or sum of diagonal terms)
are given as:

Referring next to FIG. 2, shown are the attractors (or

X-Y-Z phase plots) of the output of the circuit of FIG. 1,
which exhibits very good correspondence with the corre
sponding analog attractor. FIG. 2 depicts the (a) X-Y attractor
203, (b) Y-Z attractor 206, and (c) Z-X attractor 209. FIG. 3
shows the output time series 300 of X, where the results were
drawn on an oscilloscope from the generator 100 imple
mented on a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA. Phase space boundedness
is a necessary but insuf?cient condition to indicate chaos.

J:

0

1

0

0

0

1

-s -1 -0.5
trace(J) = —0.5.

EQN. 2
,

Finite ?xed point representations adopted for the digital real
ization of chaotic systems cause the output to follow effec

tively periodic trajectories that are pseudo-chaotic and
approximate the truly chaotic trajectories of the ODE.
[0032] A positive maximum Lyapunov exponent (MLE)
for the output time series will indicate the presence of chaotic

dynamics. Given an arbitrary change in initial conditions, the
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MLE theoretically approximates the long-term divergence in

{U,V,W}, respectively, after applying the post processing. As

the solution by 68(t)se7"S(6t), with a positive MLE con?rm
ing the existence of chaos. While this technique only applies

illustrated in FIG. 4, within a single branch, let the number of

to chaotic systems de?ned over continuous phase spaces, the
calculation of the MLE may be enabled from a time series of
discrete data and thus can treat the digital output as if it were
sampled from a truly chaotic source. Using a 32-bit imple
mentation, the MLE was found to be 0.1362. While the MLE

total bus width be N bits. In the disclosed technique, the [3

of such systems can decrease with increasing system preci
sion due to lower truncation nonlinearities, it remains positive

statistically defective high signi?cance bits be [3 and let the
defective bits are overlapped, partially or fully, with 0t statis
tically random bits from the same branch. The resulting bus of

width y:0t+[3 is rotated right by [3-bits, creating a permutation
P. This permutation operation is illustrated in FIG. 4 and is
described as follows (where B is bit position and U represents
a bus output of width N):

and is thus suf?cient to indicate chaos.
[0033] II. Nonlinear Post Processor

[0034] The most-signi?cant bits are the primary contribu
tors in constructing the attractor shapes illustrated in FIG. 2.

Consequently, they have slower transition rates compared to
bits with lower signi?cance, and thus represent the short-term
predictability apparent in all chaotic systems. In a digital
context, this creates an uneven distribution of pseudo-ran
domness across the output bits. The most signi?cant bits are

not only biased but also highly correlated while the bits with
lower signi?cance show good statistical randomness. This

_

_

p(U[B]):{U[B ,3] Be(N [LN]

U[B+11] BE (N—y, N—a].

[0040]
[0041]

E

Q

N.

6

Feedback and XORing:
The output U may be delayed one cycle, permuted,

fedback, and bitwise XORed with the corresponding un
rotated bits of the native output from the current cycle,
described mathematically as follows:

makes a strong case for ef?cient post processing to correct

?aws and ensure that the entire output has statistically random
properties. For example, XOR-based correctors can be used
as ef?cient solutions to remove statistical bias with a control

lable hardware cost, according to the equation:

where

represents the N-bit native chaotic output, {Ui}
represents the N-bit post processed output, P(Ul-_l) represents
the permutation described in EQN. 6 and FIG. 4, B represents
the bit position and i denotes the iteration number. The result
ant output bit stream is linearly independent from the bits
where X andY are independent random variables with E(X)

:p. and E(Y)q/ denoting expectation values and p denoting
correlation between X andY. Assuming that X represents an
ideal random variable ([1:05) andY is a variable loaded with

bias (v#0.5), the expression indicates that the XOR operation
gives a result with lower bias (EQ(@Y)z0.5) provided the
correlation is low (sz).
[0035] A subset ofthe random bits (e.g., bits oflow signi?
cance) may be used by the post processor to suppress the bias

in the non-random bits (e. g., bits of hi gh signi?cance) through
a non-linear XOR operation with rotation and feedback. Such

random bits are statistically independent by the nature of the
chaotic dynamics, which is similar to noise. Adding noise to
the most signi?cant bits creates large deviations in the traj ec
tories when compared to the solution of the ODE, resulting in
a random walk process in discrete time that emulates the

instability in the original chaotic trajectories.
[0036]

Detection of Random Bits:

[0037]

The NIST SP. 800-22 test suite assesses the statisti

cal characteristics of the output bitstreams, each of which is
isolated and individually examined. Bitstreams that fail the

constituting the operation due to the delay and feedback.
[0042] Choosing an Overlap Width:
[0043] The disclosed post processing technique utilizes a
statistically random bits to reduce the bias in the most signi?
cant [3 bits of each output branch. The correlation value [3 of
EQN. 5 is inversely proportional to the size of 0t given the

high correlation initially depicted in the most signi?cant bits
of the native output. Thus, the width of 0t is tuned such that
esas[3 where e is the minimum number of random bits

required for effective reduction of bias (given 621) and is
dependent on the severity of the correlation p in the top [3 bits,
the system characteristics, and implementation parameters. It
may be experimentally determined. Hardware ef?ciency
motivates the upper bound for as[3 wherein XOR operations
between bits that are already statistically random bits is
avoided.
[0044] Referring now to FIG. 5, shown is an example of a
post processing circuit 500 to suppress the bias in the non
random bits of a PRNG output, where P represents the per
mutation operation of EQN. 6. The total hardware utilization
for the post processor 500 is y2-input XOR gates 503 and one

NIST tests are judged to be generated at defective bit loca

y-bit register 506. The permutation 509 is implemented

tions. From a digital implementation perspective, the number

through a re-ordering of the y bits (or bit locations) from

of defective bits in the bus width depends on the number of

register 506 and requires no hardware. In the case of the chaos

integer bits in the ?xed point representation, the Euler step

generator 100 of FIG. 1, each output branch {X,Y,Z} of the
generator 1 00 can be post processed to provide corresponding
outputs {U,V,W}. For example, the y bits from the X output

size, and the system characteristics, all of which are held
constant here. It was found that a set of bits with high signi?
cance from the X, Y and Z outputs of the generator 100 of
FIG. 1 were statistically defective.

[0038] Bit Location Permutation:
[0039] Referring to FIG. 4, shown is a representation of the
disclosed bit location permutation. Assume that output
branches {X,Y,Z} are corrected to the corresponding outputs

with the highest signi?cance (e.g., X[N:N—y+1]) are provided
to XOR gates 503, where they are bitwise XORed with the
permuted bits from register 506. The XORed bits are pro
vided as the y bits with the highest signi?cance of the current

output (e.g., U[N:N—y+1]). The current output bits U[N:N—
y+ 1] are also stored in register 506 for permutation during the
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next cycle. In some implementations, the current U[N:N—y+

tially approximates the probability density function of the

1] output bits may be delayed for a plurality of cycles before
being XORed with the current X[N:N—y+ 1] bits. The N—y bits
with lower signi?cance from the generator output (e. g., X[N—
y: 1]) are passed through to provide the current output bits with

respective outputs. The post processing results in a desired
uniform distribution of the {U,V,W} outputs, spreading the
random values equally over the full range speci?ed by the

lower signi?cance (e.g., U[N—y:1]).
[0045]
[0046]

III. Experimental Results
Testing was performed using the chaotic generator

100 of FIG. 1 and the post processing circuit 500 of FIG. 5.
The defective bits in each of {X,Y,Z} were experimentally
veri?ed to be [3:14 with the minimum random bits required
for bias reduction determined as 6:4. The system output (e.g.,
statistical characteristics) was enhanced after applying the
post processing of FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 6, shown are the

attractors (or U-V-W phase plots) of the output of the post
processing with (F4. FIG. 6 depicts the (a) U-V phase plot
603, (b) V-W phase plot 606, and (c) W-U phase plot 609 in
which values are seen to be uniformly distributed. The post

processing enables full coverage of the phase space when
compared to the original attractors in FIG. 2 due to the large

divergence in the trajectories, indicating period extension for
the same bus width, arising from the introduction of addi
tional nonlinearities through the post processor 500.
[0047] Referring next to FIG. 7, shown is the output time
series 700 of U with (F4. The results were drawn on an

oscilloscope from the post processing 500 implemented on a
Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA. A comparison of the output time series
300 of X from FIG. 3 and the output time series 700 of U in
FIG. 7 reveals that short-term predictability of the generator

output 300 is completely dissolved when observing the post
processed output 700. FIG. 8 shows the experimentally
obtained Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) results for (a) the
native X and (b) the post processed U with (F4. The FFT 803
of the native output Xand the FFT 806 of the post processed
output U show that the post processing is able to ef?ciently
spread signal power over the whole spectrum range (fS/2) and
give the appearance of white noise, desirable for many appli

5-bit integer width. The NIST SP. 800-22 statistical test suite
was used to assess the properties of the system output using

the 2,000,000 iterations.
[0050]

FIG. 12 shows a table that summarizes the NIST

results for a 32-bit implementation of the original system and
compares the performance of the disclosed post processing

technique with Von Neumann post processing, 2-bit simple
XOR correction and truncation of defective bits. The outputs
of the three states for each iteration were concatenated

together into a single sample with a size of 96-bits. The results

are represented by the proportion of passing sequences (PP)
and the validity of P-value distribution (PV). The Von Neu
mann correction examines successive non-overlapping pairs
of bits from a single bitstream and produces the ?rst bit only
if the pair is different, giving a compression ratio of 4 on
average. The Von Neumann correction technique was applied
through software and with variable-latency. In the 2-bit
simple XOR correction, pairs of bits were taken from the
biased and non-biased sections of the N-bit bus (i.e., bit N is
compared with bit 1, bit N—1 with bit 2, etc.) and XORed,
giving a compression ratio of 2. Truncation eliminated statis
tically defective bits and thus does not require hardware. The
results in the table of FIG. 12 show that the disclosed post
processing technique provides full utilization of the entire bus
width and passage of tests for all bits. Moreover, the mini
mum value for ef?cient bias reduction of the statistically
defective bits is veri?ed as (Fe:4 with [3:14 in each of

{X,Y,Z}.
[0051]

Of particular interest is the information entropy

associated with each output bit, a ?rm indicator of long-term

unpredictability of bitstreams. For the implemented system,
entropy is assessed for the entire 96-bit output for a 1,000,000

bit sample, using the mathematical formulation described in

cations (e.g., security applications).

“A statistical test suite for random and pseudorandom number

[0048]

generators for cryptographic applications” by Rukhin et al.
(NIST Special Publication 800-22, 2010) with an order of 10.

Referring to FIG. 9, shown are (a) the auto-correla

tion 903 of {X,Y,Z} and (b) the auto-correlation 906 of {U,V,
W} to quantitatively assess the short-term predictability with
a sample size of 2,000,000. The outputs X(curve 912), Y
(curve 915), and Z (curve 918) of the original chaotic system
are highly correlated, and therefore predictable, with the Y
and Z outputs (curves 915 and 918) substantially overlapping
and the X output (curve 912) exhibiting a higher auto-corre
lation. In contrast, the post processed outputs for all three

In base 2, the maximum entropy per bit is 1, for a fair coin
toss. Referring to FIG. 13, shown is the entropy of the bit

positions for (a) the chaos generator outputs {X,Y,Z} and (b)
the post processor outputs {U,V,W} with (F4. When the
entropy graph 1303 for outputs {X,Y,Z} is plotted on a scale
of 0-1, it can be seen in FIG. 13(a) that the high-signi?cance

bits have very low entropy. In particular, the hi gh-signi?cance

outputs are nearly identical (curve 921) with a favorable
delta-like auto-correlation. The cross-correlation coef?cients

bits 1306 that failed the NIST SP. 800-22 tests are highlighted

are shown in the table of FIG. 10, where it can be seen that the

is needed for passage of the tests. FIG. 13(b) shows the

post processing suppresses the native X-Y-Z cross-correla
tions. These ?ndings indicate that the disclosed post process

ing has eliminated bias and suppressed short-term predict

ability.
[0049]

Referring now to FIGS. 11A and 11B, shown are

histograms of the chaos generator outputs {X,Y,Z} and post
processor outputs {U,V,W} with (F4. The quality of the
distribution of random variables in the phase space can be

evaluated by analyzing the histograms of the outputs. FIGS.
11A and 11B provide for comparison of the (a) X output
histogram 1103 with the (b) U output histogram 1106, the (c)
Y output histogram 1109 with the (d) V output histogram
1112, and the (e) Z output histogram 1115 with the (f) W
output histogram 1118 over 2,000,000 iterations and essen

(“O”), indicating that a very high con?dence in good entropy

entropy graph 1309 for outputs {U,V,W} after applying the
disclosedpost processing ((F4), which is plotted on a scale of
0.9995-1. The entropy enhancement in the high-signi?cance
bits 1306 is evident such that all output bits are now within
0.041% of the maximum value of 1 and each bitstream passes
the NIST tests. Note that since the Von Neumann and 2-bit

XOR correction techniques compress the output, only this
technique allows full utilization of all output bits.
[0052] The performance of the disclosed post processing
technique was also evaluated for four different chaotic oscil

lators: Lorenz, Chen, Elwakil, and Sprott. The different cha
otic oscillators include different nonlinearities: multiplica
tion in Lorenz, modulus function in Chen, piecewise function
in Elwakil, and signum nonlinear function in Sprott. Refer

